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CONTRAST DESIGN
Collaboration Even though collaboration

has taken an important part of today's
work, we still need to focus on our work.
Magic is well-adapted to meet the personal
expression and comfort that work often
requires, as well as to focus attention. Desks
can be customized in different combinations.
Meet a variety of technical needs,

With high grade material, comfortable

and elegant color, and reasonable layout, it
adds more elegant tastes to your conference
life. We will regard the "tireless innovation
and continuous development" as our
concept, quicken the steps of scientific,
modernized and internationalized design,
and keep improving with the time

Office trend. Simple design will give
people a refreshing spirit and quick response,
as well as stimulate work enthusiasm and
enhance work efficiency. Flexible shape and
bright color lead a new office trend.
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FMGlO

2000mm*400mm*880mm

1800/2000mm*1750mm*750mm
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COLOR MATCHING
To innovate the design, you can show off your personality, you must have a high value, and you can do nothing. Simple appearance,
stylish bold color scheme, comfortable and peace of mind design, enjoy the way you like to work.

EFFICIENT INTERFLOW
It is specially designed for office.

While owning it, you needn' t to worry about
anything, and only need to be absorbed in
your work. No matter from aesthetic aspect
or from the extent of comfort, there' s real
pleasure of life in every detail. And it will
always keep new and never fade for long
times

Be reused effectively.To develop a
system that is faster to install, reconfigure,
and relocate, you need to think carefully.
Our team of engineers must overcome the
obvious complexity to create a simple design
with fewer components. The end result
reduced construction time, materials and
costs, and we also determined that it was
quite easy to
disassemble the system so that it could be
reused effectively.

Delicate craftsmanship, professional
design, the simplicity and essence! All details
are given great attention to guarantee high
quality. It is really the essence of first-class
quality.

Be reused effectively.To develop a
system that is faster to install, reconfigure,
and relocate, you need to think carefully.
Our team of engineers must overcome the
obvious complexity to create a simple design
with fewer components. The end result
reduced construction time, materials and
costs, and we also determined that it was
quite easy to
disassemble the system so that it could be
reused effectively.

Delicate craftsmanship, professional
design, the simplicity and essence! All details
are given great attention to guarantee high
quality. It is really the essence of first-class
quality.
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FMGS3+FMG54

FMG71(R)

1200/1400/1500mm*1400mm*750mm

800mm*400mm*560mm
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HIDDEN WISDOM
Flexible expression.Magic supports
team work, and the ability to create interior
settings is not only due to the inability to pay,
but also from your real efforts.
The design and engineering manufacturing
wisdom that fits into each component is
perfect and delivers a fiexible expression.
Cultivate the layout of the cooperation to
give employees the space to communicate
with each other and make the work
productive.

Convenient communication
Appropriate isolation effect, not only work
leaves sufficient room to individual , create
the atmosphere of the work calmly, without
affecting the exchange with colleagues,
convenient communication, but also to
different composition' s demand portfolio
different workstations, modeling unique,
beautiful and practical, to meet you of
different work situations' s demand.
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EFFICIENT INTERFLOW
It is specially designed for office.

While owning it, you needn' t to worry about
anything, and only need to be absorbed in
your work. No matter from aesthetic aspect
or from the extent of comfort, there' s real
pleasure of life in every detail. And it will
always keep new and never fade for long
times

Be reused effectively.To develop a
system that is faster to install, reconfigure,
and relocate, you need to think carefully.
Our team of engineers must overcome the
obvious complexity to create a simple design
with fewer components. The end result
reduced construction time, materials and
costs, and we also determined that it was
quite easy to
disassemble the system so that it could be
reused effectively.

Delicate craftsmanship, professional
design, the simplicity and essence! All details
are given great attention to guarantee high
quality. It is really the essence of first-class
quality.

FMG56
4800mm*1400mm*750mm
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FMGso+FMGs1

Flexible expression.Magic supports
team work, and the ability to create interior
settings is not only due to the inability to pay,
but also from your real efforts.
The design and engineering manufacturing
wisdom that fits into each component is
perfect and delivers a fiexible expression.
Cultivate the layout of the cooperation to
give employees the space to communicate
with each other and make the work
productive.

Convenient communication
Appropriate isolation effect, not only work
leaves sufficient room to individual , create
the atmosphere of the work calmly, without
affecting the exchange with colleagues,
convenient communication, but also to
different composition' s demand portfolio
different workstations, modeling unique,
beautiful and practical, to meet you of
different work situations' s demand.

1200/1400/1500mm*1400mm*750mm

800mm*400mm*560m
m
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TREND SYMBOL
I don' t forget my heart and my heart is full of ingenuity. Every detail is what you think.
The overall design looks like an exclamation mark, and the tail becomes a smart trigon, with a young and active in rigor.

WORKSCJ\PE

1336mm*1400mm*750mm

1076mm*1140mm*750mm

EFFICIENT THINKING
It is specially designed for office.

While owning it, you needn' t to worry about
anything, and only need to be absorbed in
your work. No matter from aesthetic aspect
or from the extent of comfort, there' s real
pleasure of life in every detail. And it will
always keep new and never fade for long
times

Be reused effectively.To develop a
system that is faster to install, reconfigure,
and relocate, you need to think carefully.
Our team of engineers must overcome the
obvious complexity to create a simple design
with fewer components. The end result
reduced construction time, materials and
costs, and we also determined that it was
quite easy to
disassemble the system so that it could be
reused effectively.

Delicate craftsmanship, professional
design, the simplicity and essence! All details
are given great attention to guarantee high
quality. It is really the essence of first-class
quality.
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FMG46
1400/1600mm*500mm*1000mm
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TREND SYMBOL
-

I don , t forget my heart and my heart is full of .ingenuity. Every detail is what yo"th;,,_
.
. n looks like an exclamation
. mark, and the tail becomes a smart tngon,
with a young a odoch,e;,;goc.
The overall des1g
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FMG41

2400mm*1200mm*750mm

2000mm*1000mm*750mm
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TREND SYMBOL
It is specially designed for office.

While owning it, you needn' t to worry about
anything, and only need to be absorbed in
your work. No matter from aesthetic aspect
or from the extent of comfort, there' s real
pleasure of life in every detail. And it will
always keep new and never fade for long
times

Be reused effectively.To develop a

system that is faster to install, reconfigure,
and relocate, you need to think carefully.
Our team of engineers must overcome the
obvious complexity to create a simple design
with fewer components. The end result
reduced construction time, materials and
costs, and we also determined that it was
quite easy to disassemble the system so that it
could be reused effectively.

Delicate craftsmanship, professional

design, the simplicity and essence! All details
are given great attention to guarantee high
quality. It is really the essence of first-class
quality.

Fluent rhythm,ln this cool season,Sitting

silently in your own space,Listening to fluent
rhythm,And tasting tranquility.With opening
design concept, profound insight of the
changing market and practical working
attitude, we have designed many sets of
products which is full of features of the time.
They are concise but not simple, and they
can fulfill all demand of your work.

FMG40
3200mm*1400mm*900mm
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Comfortable Explain the versatility required
for these realities. This furniture system is
comfortable to use and can be used in all
areas, from an open environment to a private
space, wherever you work, what you do, and
what you do, it gives you the best experience.

This delicate design will always bring
you different sense of beauty at different
times. The beauty of its exterior is needless
to mention. Even when it gets dirty during
everyday life, you just need a small piece of
wet cloth to recover its beauty.

Style is changeable,
suitable for any space style changeable

WORKSCJ\PE

NEW WORK WELL
Easy solution: Magic ensures a free and
easy solution: you can sit back and forth
at any time, anywhere; Magic helps you
make decisions based on work schedules,
available space, nature of tasks, relationships
with others, and personal preferences.Pursuit
of perfect details not only lies in designer's
imagination, but also in the idea of "satisfying
customers' needs", then the finished products
are made for office purpose and used as a
symbol of status and taste as well.

The modern design is not only limited
in aesthetic appearance, but also pays
attention to the humanized design concept.
It is concise but not simple. From the product,
the customers can receive the infinite
attraction. By a genuine practice, we inject
the energy of life into work. Regarding design
and creation of exquisite work as our eternal
final aim, we are driving force of enterprise
growth.

FORM10 Series
Comfort of life If perfect furniture
environment can make you enjoy the
comfort of life as much as you can, then
comfortable and elegant office environment
is the helm of your successful enterprise. It
shows your smooth working style completely.
The success is within casual times. Keep to
the cool design of our own and follow the
general trend of the world. With the both the
tradition and modern idea of beauty, we are
confident to make the modern hotel series a
romantic and warm.

Configuration Options

FMG10
1800*1750*750
2000*1750*750

FMG21
1200*400*1327

FMG22
1200*400*800

FMG23
) 2000*400*880

FMG40
3200*1400*900

FMG41
2400*1200*750

FMG42
2000*1000*750

FMG43/ FMG44
1336*1400*900
1336*1400*750

FMG45
1076*1140*750

FMG46
1400*500*1000
1600*500*1000

FMG50

FMG51
1200*700*750
1400*700*750
1500*700*750

FMG52
1200*700*750
1400*700*750
1500*700*750

FMG53
1200*1400*750
1400*1400*750
1500*1400*750

FMG54
1200*1400*750
1400*1400*750
1500*1400*750

FMG55
1200*1400*750
1400*1400*750
1500*1400*750

FMG56
4800*1400*750

FDM70
360*500*560

FMG71 (Rl
800*400*560

FMG72
700*220*140

FMG73
288*220*350

FMG75
300*150*12

FMG76/FMG77

FMG78
1110*250*50
1310*250*50
1410*250*50

FMG79
1200*250*50
1400*250*50
1500*250*50

FMG80
2090*250*50

MGPF02

MGPF01
1600*600*18

NQGNL01
920*24*165

NQGNL02
1120*24*165

1200*700*750
1400*700*750
1500*700*750

1110*140*50
1310*140*50
1410*140*50
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800*600*18

